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sql server preserves the order in which the records are selected from the source tables. this provides some additional processing when you merge the data from multiple tables or views into a single table. if an order by is used, then the rows are not returned in the order in which they were read from the source tables. also, if a table is sorted in order to guarantee that the rows are returned in a particular order, then the results of a select statement might be different depending on the row format used. for example, if the data are returned in a key-record format, then the keys might be preserved. although the vast majority of sql server database engine applications consist of a single transactional database, it can be possible for a single sql server
transaction to concurrently execute queries on multiple databases. sql server compiles a query against a logical data model and generates an execution plan to perform the query. the execution plan includes instructions that specify how to access the data and how to process the data. the execution plan is generated by the sql server database engine from a compiled version of the original query. the compiled version of the query may differ from the original version depending on user-defined options. the database engine processes a query on a database prior to executing a statement, and the results of that processing are stored in a query plan cache. the performance of queries on relational databases often takes a huge leap when the input data

distribution changes. in the previous example, where t1 was created on day 1 and t2 was created on day 2, then the rows in t1 may have a different distribution of values than the rows in t2. the smaller the records, the less likely the distribution of the data in one table will match that of the other.
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an index is comprised of two main sections: the key and the leaf. each section has an associated set of b-tree keys. the leaf section represents the leaf node of the key and can be either unordered or ordered. the key section represents the internal nodes of the key and can be either unordered or
ordered. because any index key can be used as either a leaf or an internal node in the index, it is possible for the leaf and key sections to differ in some characteristics. the following illustrations provide a conceptual overview of indexes, involving only key and leaf sections of index keys. the illustrations
do not involve key sections. instead, the illustrations depict the relationship between the key and leaf sections of an index. when an index includes a partitioning function, the index must be explicitly partitioned. therefore, in the case of a partitioning function index, an index must be explicitly partitioned

before it can be declared and used. an index is always implicitly partitioned when it is defined. when a column that is also a partitioning key is specified in the where clause of a select statement, the index should be partitioned. when the key type is a b-tree, the number of b-tree key levels must be at
least 1 for an explicit partitioning key. if an index with a partitioning function is explicitly partitioned with the key type a b-tree, the maximum allowable key level when a column that is a partitioning key is used in the where clause is 1. the partitioning key function returns an integer partition id that is
unique within the partition. therefore, the partition key is not a key that can be used to locate the proper leaf node of an index. when partition keys are used in conjunction with a partitioning function, be sure that the select statement is partitioned. otherwise, the nonpartitioning key will be included in

the index. 5ec8ef588b
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